
 

 
 

 

Spectacular $50 Skip Changeover Pair 
By Jamie Yakes 

 
Shown here is the first reported changeover that skips two series and doesn’t involve $1 Silver 

Certificates. It’s a pair of $50 Boston Federal Reserve Notes: A Series of 1934 Julian-Morgenthau face 
with serial A03325032A paired to a Series of 1934C Julian-Snyder face with serial A03325033A (see 
figure below). Plate data are 1934 face 2 and back plate 138, and 1934C face 14 and back plate 103.  

Dealer Phillip Thomas found the pair in a short pack of $50 Boston notes and offered it for sale 
on Ebay in August 2017.1 It’s atypical of most changeovers: It was created sometime after 1948 when the 
BEP assembled batches of $50 Boston sheets for serial numbering from smaller batches of 1934 and 
1934C sheets. They had printed the notes over a span of at least five years: the 1934 note as late as 1944, 
and the 1934C in 1948 or 1949. The pair received serial numbers in 1950.  

A changeover pair is two notes of contemporary but different types that have consecutive serial 
numbers. They can involve pairings of different face or back plate varieties, or both, such as different 
series and signatures, micro and macro plate numbers, or wide and narrow designs. They appeared among 
large- and small-size notes from the late-1910s to the early-1950s, when intaglio plates included series 
dates and treasury signatures. Visually, series changeovers have the greatest allure owing to the obvious 
distinction between signatures and dates on the two notes. 

It was customary for the BEP to mix plates from consecutive series on four-plate printing presses 
during sheet printing as they transitioned between types. For instance, one press could have two 1934 and 
two 1934A faces. Finished sheets pulled off those plates would cycle repeatedly through both types, e.g., 
1934-1934-1934A-1934A, etc., as they were stacked into piles. When those sheet piles proceeded to serial 
numbering, they received consecutive serial numbers that linked the changeovers distributed throughout 
the batches. 
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The BEP most often used consecutive series concurrently, so a majority of changeovers will be 
consecutive, such as 1928A/1928B or 1934B/1934C. Skip changeovers—those with non-consecutive 
series—are rare because comingling of plates from three or more series was uncommon. High-profile 
instances included the mixed use of Series of 1928B, 1928C, 1928D, and 1928E $1 Silver Certificates 
during the mid-1930s, which resulted in 1928A/1928C, 1928B/1928D, and 1928B/1928E changeovers. 
Additionally, comingling among a few types of 1934-series Federal Reserve Notes occurred during the 
late-1930s and early-1940s. A good example was the concurrent use of $5 1934, 1934A, and 1934B 
Cleveland faces in 1945-46,2 which resulted in 1934/1934B skip changeovers. 

Unlike traditional changeovers, the $50 Boston pair was created by entirely different means. It 
involved construction of even-numbered, counted batches (such as 1,000 sheets) for numbering from 
various piles of recently printed 1934C sheets, and 1934s pulled from prolonged storage.  

The BEP used 1934 $50 Boston faces 1 to 4 from November 25, 1935 until May 28, 1942.3 They 
replaced face 4 with 1934A faces 5 and 6 that June, and continued to use those five faces until July 8, 
1944.4 None were used after that date. They ceased numbering $50 Boston notes a few days later at serial 
A02940000A, and didn’t resume numbering that type until 1948.5 

In the interim, they placed into storage stocks of leftover, unnumbered 1934 and 1934A sheets. In 
early 1946, they produced 1934B faces 7 to 10, which they certified in March, but never used on press.6     

In July 1948, the BEP resumed printing $50 Boston sheets when they used 1934C faces 12 to 16 
on press from July 26-28. They sent the same plates to press once again from June 29-July 1, 1949.7 Sheet 
handlers proceeded to combine the new 1934C sheets with stockpiled 1934 and 1934A sheets, and 
forwarded those batches to the numbering division for serial numbering. The BEP delivered another half 
million $50 Boston notes through 1951, serials A02940001A to A03468000A.8 Serial A03120001A was 
the first delivered in 1950, the year the $50 Boston changeover was numbered.9  

Data for the other notes in Thomas’s partial pack show serials lower than A03325032A on 1934s, 
and those higher than A03325033A on 1934Cs.10 It’s possible each type extended for hundreds or 
thousands of notes; if so, Thomas stumbled upon the needle in the haystack! More may lurk, however. 
The comingled use of 1934 and 1934A faces in 1942-44 created changeovers11 that may have been 
numbered in 1948-51. In addition, 1934A sheets contained in the pre-1944 stockpiles made possible 
1934A/1934C changeovers.  
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